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The Seamless Desk Lite provides any manual booth with
high-quality face image capture capabilities. It combines
automatic camera height adjustment with a smart
illumination system, enabling the capture of full-frontal face
images in a fast and user-friendly way.

Its modern design and compact footprint provide installation
flexibility at any counter.

The Biometric Manual Counter Solution:
The combination of high-quality face image 
capture with optimised footprint.

Seamless Desk Lite
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Seamless Desk product family

The Seamless Desk Lite is a game-changer in the world of infrastructure installation. Its unique design allows for simple
and hassle-free installation into any existing infrastructure, regardless of configuration or dimensions. With the ability to
be installed directly onto the wall of a manual booth, the Seamless Desk Lite offers unparalleled flexibility and
convenience. Additionally, its streamlined design ensures that the face capture module doesn't obstruct the officer's
view, providing enhanced security and user experience.

Compact form-factor, flexible installation

The Seamless Desk Lite face capture system encloses a mechanism that automatically adjusts the position of the
camera according to the user height, and the intensity of the illumination quadrants according to the environmental light
conditions. It also contains interactive elements that further enhance both the user experience (smart LED ring around
the camera), and the officer experience (status LED at the top of the unit).
The Seamless Desk Lite captures high-quality face images in compliance with the most challenging requirements in the
Border Control and Identity Management markets such as the ISO/IEC 19794-5:2011 frontal type face image format.

High-quality face image

The Seamless Desk Lite is provided with an SDK that allows any customer application to communicate with the device
as a single logical device. The SDK provides the solution operator with full control over the equipment, enabling all
relevant commands, such as starting the face capture process and collecting the respective images in compliance with
the defined quality settings.

Simplified integration


